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Abstract
Rising labor unrest has historically brought political change. How does an
authoritarian state manage the impact of worker activism in today's digital age?
Using a variety of data sources, this article finds that rather than simply blocking
all news of strikes, protests, and riots, China’s state media reports those incidents
that are impossible to ignore, such as transit strikes, while highlighting “positive”
outcomes, e.g., mediation by officials. Chinese social media follows a different
path, though, focusing on large-scale conflicts with a nationalist angle, suggesting
either limits to authorities’ abilities to curate the Internet or a different censorship
and propaganda logic.

Introduction
Scholars have long understood working class mobilization to be an important ingredient
in political change. Rueschemeyer, Stephens, and Stephens argue that workers—not the middle
class—ultimately catalyze democratization.1 In Huntington’s analysis, conversely, labor activism
absent mature institutions is a recipe for instability or the emergence of a “praetorian state.” 2
Historical institutionalists view the specific alliances formed between workers and other classes
as crucial in determining their countries' regime choices. 3 Outside Western Europe, labor's
influence has been documented at “critical junctures” in Latin America;4 in Eastern Europe and
the former Soviet Union;5 and in post-colonial Southeast Asia.6
In this article, we examine how the Chinese state is seeking to control news reporting and
online discussion surrounding an astonishing wave of worker activism. We use a crowd-sourced
and geo-referenced dataset of strikes, protests and riots by Chinese workers; Web searches of
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state media; a collection of postings from the country’s popular micro-blogging service, Sina
Weibo; and one case study to test a theory of Chinese media governance that David Bandurski
calls “Control 2.0.”7 According to this theory, Beijing is increasingly trying to get out ahead of
“sensitive” stories, reporting itself on contentious collective actions instead of simply
suppressing coverage,8 while making sure to portray the state’s role in the best possible light.
The implications for worker-led change are complex: news of unrest is more readily available
than ever before, but underground narratives must contend with a sophisticated official retelling
of events.
We hypothesize that three conditions determine whether Chinese authorities will opt for
“Control 2.0” or fall back on censorship (“Control 1.0”) when confronted with working class
contention: 1) the ‘publicness’ of an incident; 2) whether it touches on cornerstones of the state's
legitimacy; and 3) its volatility, i.e. its potential to spur follow-on protests. With regard to
newspapers, we find that the bigger an incident is, i.e. the more public it is, the more likely it is
to be reported—up to a certain point, when unrest becomes so large-scale that the state’s instinct
to suppress kicks in again. Given their disruptiveness, transit strikes are similarly more likely to
receive state media coverage than other kinds of unrest. Unexpectedly, protests in foreigninvested and state-owned enterprises (SOEs) attract no more or less coverage than conflicts in
other firms. But consistent with our theory, newspapers tend to emphasize positive official
interventions and avoid volatile tales of police or thug violence.
Our analysis of Weibo commentary reveals that publicness, legitimacy, and volatility
function very differently on social media: we observe different effect sizes, significance, and
even directions of correlation compared with newspapers. Micro-bloggers are uninterested in
government efforts to resolve disputes, fixating instead on incidents at foreign companies.
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Moreover, the bigger a protest, the more likely Weibo users are to discuss it. In other words, the
government appears unable or unwilling to keep social media conversations within the same
parameters as newspapers. However, a negative correlation between police or thug violence and
micro-blog coverage suggests that authorities nonetheless exert cruder control by deleting
postings and blocking search terms they consider harmful. Whether this tug-of-war between
workers and the state and between popular and official narratives will ultimately lead to
increased openness or to the effective containment of labor insurgency is unclear.
In the following section, we provide background on China’s rising labor protests and on
media and censorship in the country. Next, we introduce our main concepts and hypotheses. The
following section details our data sources. Then, we estimate two logit models. After discussing
our statistical results, we illustrate our argument with a case study of a taxi strike in Lanzhou.
Finally, we draw tentative conclusions regarding labor globally in today's media environment.

Rising Labor Unrest
Labor activism has played an important role at key points in modern Chinese history.9
Since the mid-1990s, a fresh round of unrest has swept China’s shop floors. Between 1996 and
2010, the annual number of mediated, arbitrated, and litigated labor disputes rose from 48,121 to
600,865.10 Meanwhile, between 1993 and 2005, “mass incidents” jumped ten-fold from 8,700 to
87,000 incidents per year, with approximately a third involving workers. 11 Subtle but important
changes in the form of labor protest have occurred. In the early 2000s, researchers noted sharp
divides between laid off state-owned enterprise (SOE) and migrant workers,12 between laid off
workers in different regions of the country, 13 between generations of workers, and, within
factories, between workers with different social connections.14 These divisions were said to be
driven by unique foreign direct investment policies15 and by patterns in the allocation of welfare
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benefits, 16 among other factors. Workers’ demands were also largely regarded as defensive:
focused on protecting a tattered Mao-era “socialist social contract” or enforcing minimal legal
protections.17 Now, supported by increasingly sophisticated organizing, workers from different
backgrounds seem to have converged around a set of more aggressive demands: for higher
wages; attention to the details of workplace life; and simple respect.18 Scholars at government
think tanks have begun warning of serious threats to social order from angry “disadvantaged
groups” 19 and the official All China Federation of Trade Unions has scrambled to regain
workers’ trust.20

Chinese Media Marketization, Censorship, and Public Opinion Guidance
As labor politics in China have evolved, so too have the roles of state newspapers and the
Internet. The marketization of state newspapers has dramatically altered the ability of and
incentives for journalists to serve the Party-state’s interests. As Daniel C. Lynch and Daniela
Stockmann argue, the conversion of state-owned media outlets into private companies in the
reform period was necessary to ensure their profitability. 21 In the process, though, incentives
were created for publications to deviate from dull coverage of leader meetings and improved
harvests and to instead cover topics and use a writing style with greater mass appeal. The result
was a product with greater influence over the hearts and minds of Chinese citizens—but one over
which propaganda authorities, through supervision and regulation, retained ultimate control.
Regarding labor, Daniela Stockmann and Mary Gallagher posit that news reports about citizens
using the country’s new labor laws “as a weapon” have driven aggrieved workers toward legal
remedies, not street protests.22 State publications have simultaneously been pushed to exercise
“public opinion supervision” (yulun jiandu) over corrupt local officials, holding them
accountable to superiors.
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Since the early 2000s, China’s online population has continually increased. In contrast to
scholarly discussions about state newspapers’ role, debate about the Web’s impact in China has
centered not on its power as a propaganda venue, but its status as a space to be tamed—and
whether the state’s legal and technological means of censoring it have outpaced the ability of
“netizen” activists to spread counter-hegemonic messages. Cyber optimists see a tug-of-war
between approximately equal contestants, with bloggers fighting a “war of position” against
official sources23 in a realm where “authority of all kinds is subject to doubt and ridicule.”24 In
this vein, Xiao Qiang describes the viral nature of certain critical stories online as like “water
pouring through a hole in a dam” whose speed and force “denies the government agenda-setting
power.”25 However, cyber pessimists note that Internet company censors, under close official
scrutiny, can remove over 90% of posts on a topic designated for censorship within 24 hours of
their posting.26 In an influential article, Gary King, Jennifer Pan and Margaret E. Roberts 27 find
that the government targets “volume bursts” of posts that “represent, reinforce, or spur social
mobilization,” while allowing mere criticisms of authorities. Rebecca MacKinnon contends that
online complainants who deploy Albert O. Hirschman’s concept of “voice”—remaining loyal to
the system while petitioning for changes—are more likely to succeed than those who express a
desire for “exit” (challenge the government). 28 Is de facto freedom of speech slowly being
established in China or is discussion unfolding largely on the government's terms?

The Control 2.0 Theory
This paper tests a theory of Chinese media governance that David Bandurski calls
“Control 2.0.”29 According to Bandurski, since at least the 2008 Beijing Olympics and that year's
uprising in Tibet and Sichuan earthquake, authorities have aimed to provide a greater degree of
believability and perceived openness in authorized forums by acknowledging unrest, rather than
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suppressing all related discussion. At the same time, they have tried to frame protests in terms
favorable to the state. Officials may also, we add, encourage discussions of contention to
pressure employers or local officials to act in workers’ favor, whether to ensure social stability or
to achieve economic goals. Here, we seek to go beyond the existing literature and theorize three
conditions under which officials are likely to choose a “Control 2.0” response when dealing with
worker actions, rather than mere information suppression (“Control 1.0”). We refer to these
conditions as publicness, legitimacy, and volatility.

Publicness
Officials may resort to “Control 2.0” when an incident has become high-profile enough
that it can no longer be effectively suppressed from public view. Recent work on censorship
suggests that rather than intimidating “netizens” and “chilling” online discussions, visible
censorship (censorship that netizens observe taking place) actually increases their interest in a
topic.30 Additionally, the government has learned, from experiences like its botched handling of
the 2003 SARS epidemic, that attempting to suppress big news when the public already has
alternative sources of information is futile. Although “mass incidents” involving workers do not
have the same public impact as epidemics or other mass disasters, very large or especially
disruptive protests may fall into the same category, forcing the government to deal with the
problem via skillful messaging.

Legitimacy
Second, the legitimacy of protester grievances matters for what strategy officials choose.
Continuing MacKinnon’s discussion above, the government is likely to view select groups in
Chinese society as interested in exercising “voice” rather than “exit”. It may also find certain
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groups' claims hard to deny for historical reasons. Particular groups of workers are well-placed to
take advantage of the state’s own rhetoric.31 When dealing with such groups, the state is likely to
employ “Control 2.0”, as this provides officials a platform for acknowledging what they see as
legitimate demands and for portraying themselves as consistent and principled.

Volatility
Finally, protest volatility matters. By this we mean an incident's likelihood of escalating
further or spreading across social groups. Certain confrontations feature brutality by elites that, if
publically known, could spur further actions by either the original participants, or newcomers.

Hypotheses
Our first hypothesis is that predictions regarding publicness, legitimacy and volatility
should apply equally to state newspapers, and social media like Weibo; we have no a priori
reason to believe that a “Control 2.0” approach better suits one or the other. One empirical
implication is that coverage by the two kinds of media should be positively correlated:
H1: Social media discussion of an issue will increase its likelihood of receiving newspaper
reporting, and newspaper reporting will increase the amount of social media discussion.
Concerning legitimacy, nationalism in China, by many accounts, is on the rise. Since the
Tiananmen Square protests, schools have educated children about China’s “century of national
humiliation” at the hands of foreigners lasting from the Opium Wars through to “liberation” by
the Communist Party in 1949.32 Michael E. Santoro warns of a near-future where “China blames
other countries for its economic woes” and “some Chinese begin to characterize Western
investment… as being similar to the foreign domination of the nineteenth and twentieth
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centuries.” 33 Foreign executives sometimes complain that the state already targets them for
criticism:
H2: The government is likely to allow newspaper and social media coverage of disputes in
foreign firms.
Also regarding legitimacy, in 1978, state-owned enterprises accounted for 77 percent of
industrial output and their profits totaled 14 percent of GDP; by 1996, their share of output had
fallen to 33 percent and their profits amounted to less than 1 percent of GDP. 34 There are
nonetheless reasons to believe that coverage of labor unrest in SOEs is less common than dispute
coverage of private enterprises. Ideologically, SOEs still stand for the CCP’s commitment to
maintain control of the “commanding heights” of the economy. SOEs are, moreover, often based
in company towns, where firm, and local authorities’ interests are virtually indistinguishable:
H3: Incidents involving state-owned enterprises should appear less in newspapers and social
media alike.
Concerning the publicness of an incident, we believe there are at least two categories of
incidents likely to impact the broader public enough that officials are unlikely to censor them:
H4: Incidents involving more workers are more likely to be covered.
H5: Transit strikes—work stoppages involving cabbies, bus drivers, railway workers and
truckers—are more likely to be covered.
Finally, regarding volatility, we reason that strikes with pro-worker outcomes are less
likely to escalate, because they have been resolved and demonstrate to others the state’s
impartiality. However, incidents that involve violence against workers are volatile in that they
could lead to spiraling violence or cause outrage in the broader population over the lack of
protection provided to vulnerable groups:
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H6: Incidents with pro-worker outcomes are more likely to be covered.
H7: Incidents where violence occurs are less likely to be covered.
Next, we explain how we proceed to test these hypotheses.

Data Sources & Methodology
Data on Strikes and Protests by Chinese Workers
The starting point for this article is a geo-referenced dataset of 793 strikes, protests, and
riots by Chinese workers between 2008 and 2012 called China Strikes.35 We focus on the year
2012, as it is the year most thoroughly documented by the dataset (393 incidents). Estimates of
the total number of conflicts in this period differ, but although China Strikes is the most
comprehensive collection available, it still likely only represents a small sample of what is
happening. 36 To be included in the dataset, an event must be contentious (i.e., go beyond
litigation), involve collective action, and relate to an employment dispute (not, for example,
ethnic tensions between workers). China Strikes draws principally on Chinese and foreign
newspapers and blogs. However, the website connected to the dataset also allows visitors to
submit their own reports, and many of these tip-offs are included. China Strikes has been
checked against another mapping project by the Hong Kong-based China Labour Bulletin
(CLB),37 and any incidents captured by CLB but initially missed by China Strikes have been
added to the latter. Although China Strikes may be biased toward coastal areas with more
Internet users, more foreign journalists, and more commercialized domestic media, the dataset
covers a remarkably wide swath of the country, including everything from small cities in Yunnan
to Pearl River Delta boomtowns. The occupations represented are also diverse, ranging from car
salespeople to shipbuilders. Small gatherings of less than a dozen workers appear alongside
mobilizations of thousands. One area of concern may be, though, that more information is known
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about some incidents than others (e.g., small town incidents may only be known through brief
posts in web forums), resulting in more thorough coding of outcomes in some cases than others.
Nonetheless, at present, China Strikes, while imperfect, is the most comprehensive record
available of the years it documents.38

State Media Coverage
To measure state media coverage of strikes, we searched Baidu.com for each of the 393
incidents from 2012 in the China Strikes dataset, using as search terms different combinations of
the place and date of the incident, the name of the enterprise or sector in question, the grievances
of the workers involved, and the actions reportedly taken by workers, such as strikes, translated
as bagong, tinggong, and bake (in the case of teachers’ strikes); protests, translated as kangyi,
shiwei, and tao shuofa; and riots, translated as baoluan. Sometimes searching for grievances
without including the (more politically sensitive) actions taken by workers yielded more results.
Often, though, searching for grievances without reference to the actions taken only resulted in
job forums where workers shared information about company conditions. If the original source
for a China Strikes incident was already a state media source (or appeared to be a state media
report reposted by advocacy groups), then sections of the complete text were used as search
terms to speed the process along.
Any state media coverage was coded a 1 and non-coverage, 0. We understand “state
media coverage” to be reporting in local and national newspapers or state news agencies (e.g.,
Guangzhou Ribao, People’s Daily, and Xinhua), as well as semi-official news magazines and
news websites (e.g., Caijing or Economic Observer Online). Sources that are not primarily newsoriented, such as industry forums, are not included.39 We found that if state media reported an
incident, those reports rose to the top of searches, with web forums, industry websites, and other
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informal coverage appearing lower down. Thus, we are unlikely to have missed any official
coverage. In all, 42.7% of incidents were captured by state media. Where news we came across
deepened our understanding of an incident or corrected flaws in the dataset, we updated China
Strikes accordingly. The process was therefore somewhat iterative. However, the corrections do
not substantially affect our results.

Weibo Data and Censorship
To measure social media content related to disputes, we used a dataset titled WeiboScope.
The dataset is a sample of the following individuals: a) a group of ten University of Hong Kong
researchers who themselves posted frequently on Sina Weibo (often referred to as China’s
‘Twitter’), b) a group of roughly 5,000 “Chinese dissident writers, journalists, and scholars”, and
c) about 38,000 “users with an authenticated, or VIP, status and more than 10,000 followers.”40
Data are available for the entire year of 2012, and involve daily (or more frequent) crawls of the
user timelines of each of the above-mentioned individuals to gather new updates and store these
in the dataset. Each row in the dataset consists of one social media post (including reposted
content) plus associated meta-data: e.g. a pseudo user ID (the Hong Kong team anonymized user
identities). The data files do not include images or videos. For this project, we use only the post
text, including embedded retweets but excluding comments. This sample, because it is not
random, does not represent all voices on Chinese social media. However, for our purposes its
bias toward a more elite segment of society makes it more useful than a random sample, as it
speaks to the degree to which news about worker unrest is picked up by individuals not directly
involved. In other words, the individuals one would expect to be most likely to post about strikes
online, such as labor organizers, journalists and workers themselves, are not (mostly) the same
individuals who comprise the above sample. Rather, the sample reflects a wide variety of
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intellectuals, scholars, and other people with considerable influence over Weibo users at large,
who tend to be middle class. It thus documents precisely the potential for cross-group
“contagion” that the Party fears.
To prepare the data for analysis, we first ran scans of the entire WeiboScope dataset,
filtering posts according to a) the names of cities where incidents in the ChinaStrikes dataset had
occurred that year, b) the week in which each incident occurred, and c) whether the post searched
contained one of two keywords: bagong (“strike”) or tinggong (“stop work”). With a few
exceptions, we used the city/municipality name where the strike occurred to locate the incident.41
This procedure yielded counts of the number of mentions of each keyword, per city, per week.
We then matched these counts with known incidents in the China Strikes data using each
incident’s date and location.

Quantitative Models
This paper measures six different independent variables, each of which tests different
aspects of our seven hypotheses, across two models, each with a different outcome variable. The
main outcome variable in the first model is an indicator, newspaper, for whether a strike was
mentioned in one or more newspapers captured by Baidu News search. The second model is a
binary outcome, Weibo mentions, that captured the probability that Weibo traffic is zero, or
nonzero for a given incident. Both models use logistic regression.
Case Study: Lanzhou Taxi Strike
Finally, we conduct a brief case study—a taxi strike in Lanzhou—to illustrate what our
results mean practically. The taxi strike is representative of the sorts of incidents we find are
subject to a “Control 2.0” approach.
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Worker Activism and News Coverage
In both quantitative models, we treat our data as a panel, grouping by geography.
Important regional differences exist in China for both the local news media’s ability to openly
cover contentious issues like labor unrest, and the degree to which Weibo posters are a) active
and b) allowed to discuss labor issues uncensored. We rely on Sinologist G. William Skinner’s
concept of “macroregions,”42 which divides China into nine areas based on river basins that cut
across provinces. While Skinner’s concept is intended to apply mainly to pre-modern China, it
remains a good approximation of contemporary differences in economic development (and
therefore, labor activity and media coverage of such activity). Grouping the incidents in this
manner yielded nine groups, with the smallest containing 12 incidents and the largest containing
149, for an average of 43.6.43 Since the macroregions are all-encompassing within the study’s
scope (China), rather than drawn from a larger population, we estimate a fixed effect for each
region. We then run a fixed-effects logit model that simultaneously tests multiple hypotheses
using different explanatory variables. Additionally, we include several measures to control
temporally and spatially for the overall level of media activity. First, we include a measure of
strike activity, which groups the data by weeks and is defined as the count of the number of
strikes in the China Strikes data occurring in each of the 52 weeks of 2012; we hypothesize that
newspaper reporting of strikes might “bandwagon” during periods of high activity. Second, we
group observations by province, and assign a group value (common to all observations within a
province) to the variable soc. weight which measures that province’s overall social media traffic
as a percentage of all Weibo traffic in the WeiboScope data. In essence, we are measuring the
level of social media usage and connectivity of a given province, an attribute that proxies for the
sophistication level of media consumers in that province.
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In this model we also control for the possibility that journalists may be more (less) likely
to report incidents with pro-worker outcomes. Three such (non-mutually exclusive) outcomes are
1) if officials intervene on workers’ behalf, 2) if workers end up engaging in informal bargaining
with management, or 3) if workers receive payments (wages in arrears, unpaid benefits, etc.)
they asked for or if the company commits to a desired policy change, such as increased pay for
overtime. Model specifications I through III below address these possibilities: Model I controls
for a composite measure of all three pro-worker outcomes, Model II considers cases of official
intervention, and Model III controls for all three pro-worker outcomes measured individually.
Finally, Model IV adds in violence. The specification for Model IV, which includes all abovementioned variables, is below:

Where Y is the probability of observing newspaper coverage; X is a set of explanatory variables
that test our hypotheses, all dummies except for size which is categorical; Uk is the macroregional fixed effect; Vj is the provincial-level measure of media sophistication (soc. weight); At
is the week-level measure of strike activity (strike activity); and eitjk is the individual-level error
term. The results, displayed in terms of average marginal effects, are in Table 1:44
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Table 1: Average Marginal Effects: Newspaper as Outcome Variable
Explanatory Variable
Strike activity
Soc. Weight
Weibo mentions
Foreign
SOE
Size=1
Size=2
Size=3
Transit strike
Pro worker
Official intervention
Informal bargaining
Payment/policy
change
Violence
Log Likelihood
N=281

Model I

Model II

-0.009
0.008
-0.009
-0.097
-0.113*
0.142*
0.067
-0.106
0.053
0.364*

-128.07

Model III

-0.015*
0.009
0.038
-0.054
-0.087
0.184*
0.093
-0.083
0.076

-0.009
0.006
-0.005
-0.108
-0.105
0.151*
0.123*
-0.077
0.089

0.295*

0.200*
0.333*
0.238*

-141.01

-122.12

Model IV
-0.020*
0.007
0.012
-0.021
-0.079
0.256*
0.181*
-0.033
0.084

-0.210*
-151.86

* p<0.1

Notably, Weibo mentions is insignificant and near zero in all specifications. This
interesting finding immediately challenges our prior assumption (H1) that patterns of state media
control run in parallel for both newspapers, and social media—if they did, we would expect the
presence of Weibo traffic to correlate positively with newspaper reporting. Next, Foreign and
SOE are both insignificant except for Model I for SOE. Surprisingly, we find no strong evidence
to support H2 or H3—at best, the consistent negative signs for SOE raise the possibility that
SOEs may enjoy limited preferential treatment or at any rate, not be exposed to high levels of
strike-related reporting. Nevertheless, our confidence in this possibility is limited—the overall
finding is a null one. With regard to foreign, journalists seem not to respond (or, be allowed to
respond) positively to the nationalist angle of Chinese workers confronting foreign management,
despite the prominence of many high-profile disputes with foreign-owned enterprises in our data.
Rather than reading into this and the previous SOE finding substantively, one conclusion is
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simply that great diversity exists across China concerning the types of disputes unfolding in
foreign-owned companies, Sino-foreign joint ventures, and SOEs; it is difficult to generalize
about the nature or political stakes of these disputes, and this leads to a statistically null result.
However, foreign investors’ complaint that they are systematically held to a different standard
than local firms is disconfirmed.
Strike size, on the other hand, is positive at smaller sizes, significant, and shows a
sizeable effect. Increases from small to moderate strike size also have a positive effect on
reporting. At yet larger sizes, however, the effect reverses, with coefficients turning negative
(although insignificant). It may be that at very large strike sizes, government censors ban
reporting of the incident; this would be consistent with media management policies designed to
prevent collective action from spreading. 45 The fact that size positively predicts reporting at
smaller sizes, however, suggests a more complex logic consistent with “Control 2.0” (H4 and
H5): officials allow some reporting in order to get ahead of an issue and allow the media to
pressure management to raise wages and benefits. This finding is further reinforced by the
positive and large (.295) marginal effect for intervention, which suggests either that officials
respond positively to media coverage (or foreknowledge of coming media coverage) by
intervening on workers’ behalf, or that official intervention, showing as it does the state’s
commitment to resolving thorny social issues, gets a lot of attention in newspapers (in line with
H6). Either way, the results do not support the conventional wisdom that strikes are invariably
subject to attempts at media suppression. Next, coefficients for transit strike are positive.46 This,
too, is consistent with a “Control 2.0” strategy: transit strikes are hard or impossible to ignore,
affecting as they do large portions of urban populations. Although such incidents are often big
and the issues raised by cabbies and bus drivers may be “sensitive” because they involve local
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government policies—fuel subsidies, transportation monopolies, etc.—authorities likely
recognize that suppressing information about transit strikes is impossible. Anyone hailing a cab,
for example, can tell if taxis are not running on a particular day. Rather, officials may focus on
shaping the content of news reporting, ensuring that they are viewed as problem-solvers. Finally,
the coefficient for violence is negative and significant—this unambiguously supports H7 that
incidents involving beatings by police and thugs receive less reporting.

Worker Activism and Weibo Discussion
Treating newspaper as dependent variable enables us to speak to journalist incentives to
report on labor strikes and officials’ incentives to allow such reporting. Taking Weibo posts as
the outcome, meanwhile, concerns the degree to which a select, elite group of particularly active
and high-profile netizens have incentives to spread such information, and also to the degree to
which censors will allow these messages to diffuse. Taking Weibo traffic as binary dependent
variable—with a one representing incidents with one or more posts and zero, none—we test the
same hypotheses as before. We use the same group-level effects At and Vj as before, as well as
the macro-region fixed effect Uk.47 However, because we now have Weibo as our dependent
variable, we must control for weekly fluctuations in Weibo discussions of overall strike activity,
including many mentions of the keywords bagong and tinggong that do not specifically reference
an incident in China Strikes. We reason that netizens may be paying more attention to labor
activity at certain times of the year and that this could affect the post count associated with
individual strikes. Thus, we add an additional group-level effect, Weibo activity (Sp), to Equation
1 above, where p indexes the total number of strike-related Weibo posts in each week:

Results are in Table 2 below:
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Table 2: Average Marginal Effects: Weibo as Binary Outcome Variable
Explanatory Variable
Weibo Activity
Strike Activity
Soc. Weight
Newspaper
SOE
Foreign
Size=1
Size=2
Size=3
Transit strike
Official Intervention
Payment/Policy
change
Informal bargaining
Violence
Log Likelihood
N=281

Model I

Model II

-0.000
-0.008
0.004
0.043
0.033
0.225*
0.027
0.069
0.235*
0.081
-0.084

-0.000
-0.006
0.005
0.007
0.033
0.190*
0.026
0.091
0.239*
0.084
-0.084
-0.068

Model III
-0.000
-0.008
0.005
0.016
0.029
0.208*
0.016
0.051
0.232*
0.076

0.147*
-156.58

-154.50

-0.039
-157.28

* p<0.1

Several findings are worth noting. The coefficient for newspaper is small and
insignificant. As with our findings in the previous section, this suggests, at a minimum, that print
media and Weibo follow very different patterns regarding coverage of labor disputes: H1 is
disconfirmed, as a strike appearing in Weibo has no predictive value for it appearing in major
newspapers, and vice versa. SOE is also insignificant and close to zero. Similar to results in the
previous section, we find no strong evidence that state-owned enterprises receive special
attention in Weibo compared with non-SOEs. Again, this null result does not necessarily reflect
any particular characteristics of SOEs but rather may speak to the diversity of state-owned
companies in China.
With foreign, however, results are positive, significant and large across Models I-III. In
contrast to newspapers, the Weibo bloggers in our sample seem to latch onto disputes at foreign-
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owned or foreign-Sino joint venture companies. The fact that our model controls for dispute size
(and therefore, to some extent, company size) and a host of other characteristics increases our
confidence that this finding reflects the nationalist sentiment prevalent on Weibo. This sentiment
was especially powerful during 2012, as documented elsewhere.

48

Meanwhile, size is

insignificant at smaller strike sizes but becomes significant when strikes grow to thousands of
workers. This finding likely reflects nothing more than the fact that our sample consists of elite
Weibo users, most of whom live in major urban areas and tend to blog about issues of perceived
national significance when they write about politics. Yet, it provides an interesting contrast with
state newspaper coverage, which tapers off at high levels of protester participation. As with
newspapers, transit strike has a positive coefficient, though only moderately-sized and
insignificant.
Two indicators of pro-worker outcomes—official intervention and payment/policy
change, are insignificant, negative, but not close to zero. Conversely, informal bargaining is
positive and significant. These results could reflect a disinterest on the part of Weibo users in
“positive” stories in which the government neatly resolves problems, coupled with support for
worker efforts to “help themselves.” It might also be that unmeasured characteristics lead
incidents to both prompt especially detailed reports of the sort likely to capture instances of
informal bargaining and to draw micro-bloggers’ attention.49 Interestingly, the variable violence
is negative (although insignificant), suggesting censorship could be playing a role here: talk of
fists and bricks simply unnerves authorities. In sum, contrary to our default assumption, Weibo is
obviously not subject to the same guidance as official media. Even if violence is still played
down (or censored) on social media, the familiar newspaper trope of dutiful officials jumping in
to resolve problems does not hold. Read together, the foreign result, the one for large strike sizes,
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and, to a lesser degree the one for transit strike, all suggest that middle- and upper-middle class
urban bloggers are sometimes interested in worker struggles—but only large and high-profile
incidents, particularly those with a nationalist “hook”, grab their attention. Compared to the
picture presented by state coverage, worker activism as refracted through Weibo appears less
manageable—more aggrieved and more linked to issues of legitimacy.

Case Study: Lanzhou Bus and Taxi Strikes
On May Day 2012, over 6,000 taxi drivers went on strike for several days in Lanzhou,
Gansu province. The drivers' complaints centered on rising compressed natural gas prices but
also touched on the high fees they had to pay to their cab companies (approximately 648 USD
per month) and competition from illegal “black cabs.” Coming as it did during a national holiday
and in a mid-sized city, the strike was bound to be disruptive. Indeed, message boards quickly
filled with citizens' questions and complaints. For example, a commentator on the “Gansu
Forum” of a car enthusiasts' website posted the question: “I heard that Lanzhou has a taxi strike
today??? No wonder it is so hard to hail a cab today....”50 Other commentators then chimed in
with their own difficulties getting a ride from the train station, etc. A BBS writer at
club.autohome.com.cn, meanwhile, expressed support for the cabbies, noting the fact that they
were striking on a nominal workers' holiday and proclaiming, “Where there is oppression, there
is resistance; where there is exploitation, there is struggle”—and received supportive comments
from others.51 Chat rooms hosted by Baidu and other portals also carried discussion. Consistent
with our hypotheses and in line with our statistical results, the state media moved to reclaim
control of the narrative. People's Daily described the strike in detail but dwelt on the local
government's efforts to resolve the crisis. 52 It reported that even before the strike started, a
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working group of leaders had been formed by the municipal Communist Party Committee, which
in turn gathered together representatives of the Public Security Bureau, Politics and Law
Committee, Transportation Bureau, Traffic Police, and others to discuss means of defusing
conflict; the result, according to the paper, was a series of proposals aimed at reducing fuel
pressures, combating black cabs, and increasing communication with drivers.53 A week after the
strike started, a China Youth Daily report picked up by Xinhua informed readers that the
government had promised to open another compressed natural gas station and would establish
better channels for communicating with drivers.54 The article suggested, though, that thornier
issues, especially cab fees and “black cab” competition, remained unresolved.55 Other official
and semi-official outlets also covered the story, such as Red.net and Henan Shangbao. Readers
were left with the impression that authorities were responsive to the needs of a vulnerable
population, even if more work needed to be done. The Lanzhou action received a fair number of
mentions (29) in our Weibo dataset. Yet, in a possible indicator of more extensive censorship in
the full population of micro-blog posts on the incident, at least two posts were marked as deleted.
In sum, rather than trying to erase all discussion of an instance of working class activism that
impacted the lives of thousands of ordinary urbanites and therefore could not easily be ignored,
the government itself took charge of informing the public about the conflict. However, it made
sure to show local officials taking action: holding meetings, putting forward proposals, and
enacting reforms, however preliminary. Social media, meanwhile, may have been kept somewhat
at bay, keeping the state's narrative the dominant one after an initial flurry of public discussion.

Conclusion
Our findings suggest that the Chinese government has adopted a sophisticated approach
to controlling news about and popular discussion of rising labor unrest. Whereas research by
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Gary King, Jennifer Pan, and Margaret E. Roberts shows the government’s censorship apparatus
to be principally directed at any discussion of collective action, we find that with respect to
newspapers and within the category of collective action, at least related to worker protests,
authorities no longer simply suppress coverage. Instead, they themselves actively report those
stories that cannot be ignored—at least up to a certain point: the very largest strikes are hushed,
as are violent incidents—and emphasize officials’ positive role. Social media is inherently
messier to control, though: Weibo users push a more aggrieved and nationalistic narrative.
Specifically, micro-bloggers are attracted to incidents that are big, that involve foreign
companies, and in which the government plays no helpful role (but in which workers might
engage in informal negotiations). But on Sina Weibo, too, in regards to violence against workers,
we find hints of what might be official curating of discussion.
This all raises again the perennial question: is the state being pushed to continually cede
ground on speech, as cyber optimists claim, or have authorities instead solved the classic
“dictator’s dilemma” of poor data on discontent56 without at the same time allowing incidents to
trigger information cascades of citizens revealing their anti-regime preferences?57 Our research
cannot provide a final answer. However, it is clear that workers in China today, along with
potential allies in other classes, face a more complex media environment from that of their
forebearers. In getting their story out, they must navigate the contrasting proclivities of state and
social media, and although they may reach more people with their tales now than workers could
during, say, the Luddite sabotage campaigns of the early English industrial revolution or China’s
own strike waves during the Mao era, labor’s message is inevitably distorted along the way. As
China exports its censorship technology to other authoritarian and mixed regimes, such as Iran
and Zimbabwe, and as China Central Television is broadcasted globally, offering a propaganda
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model to developing world elites, workers elsewhere may face the same challenge of selective
media transparency combined with greater control. A careful blend of “Control 2.0” and
“Control 1.0” tactics may become the rule not only in China but wherever governments wish to
head off a working class challenge—and organizing may consequently have to take new forms.

Appendix A: Measurement in Shenzhen, Guangzhou,
Dongguan and Shanghai
Shenzhen, Guangzhou, Dongguan and Shanghai collectively witnessed over a third (111)
of all strikes in our 2012 sample. These locations are also more likely to host foreign-owned
enterprises and larger companies, and have been the location of a number of high-profile strikes,
notably at Taiwanese electronics manufacturer Foxconn’s Shenzhen facility. The cities are
therefore both qualitatively and quantitatively important to include. However, due to our method
of cross-referencing incidents in the China Strikes data and the WeiboScope sample—necessary
given available resources—these cities also exhibited greater measurement error than other
locations, leading us to drop them from the main paper analysis. Here, we report two additional
procedures that help confirm that our results hold both with, and without the cities. First, using a
random sample of disputes from other locations, we show that minimal measurement error exists
outside of these four cities. Second, we attempt to account for the rough magnitude and direction
of the measurement error induced by adding these cities in our models.
To confirm that no substantial measurement error affected the results in Tables 1 and 2 of
the main paper, we drew a random sample of 16 incidents from among the 393 in the China
Strikes data, throwing out draws from the above four cities. We then searched the WeiboScope
dataset, filtering by incident week and city name—this procedure was identical to the one used to
code the Weibo mentions variable in the main paper. Going beyond the main paper, however, we
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then manually read through all posts from each of these 16 searches to see if they referenced the
relevant strike in China Strikes, referred to some other simultaneous strike in the same city, or
contained the keyword bagong or tinggong but did not reference any strike (the latter two cases
reflected our concern about measurement error). Our key metric, since Weibo mentions was a
binary variable coded 1 if an incident contained any Weibo posts and 0 otherwise, was whether
in our random sample a strike incident for which we got one or more hits for bagong or tinggong
(and thus coded as 1) upon manual reading actually contained at least one relevant post. Using
this criterion, we found that 13/16 posts or 81.3% did not contain any measurement error.
Since the above four cities are important sites of labor activity in China, we compare
results obtained by including as well as excluding them. If we obtain the same results either way,
we can have greater confidence that the results were not due to measurement error (which is less
when excluding the cities) or due to lack of variation (since the cities contain a large number and
wide variety of strike incidents). Appendix Tables 1 and 2 below again show results with
newspaper, and Weibo mentions:
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Appendix Table 1: Average Marginal Effects: Newspaper as Outcome Variable
Explanatory Variable
Strike activity
Soc. weight
Weibo mentions
Foreign
SOE
Size=1
Size=2
Size=3
Transit strike
Pro worker
Official intervention
Informal bargaining
Payment/policy
change
Violence
Log Likelihood
N=392

Model I

Model II

-0.006
0.007
-0.024
-0.050
-0.071
0.131*
0.041
-0.138*
0.100*
0.374*

-181.12

Model III

-0.012*
0.007
0.029
-0.032
-0.053
0.153*
0.072
-0.114
0.122*

-0.008
0.006
0.007
-0.053
-0.056
0.132*
0.071
-0.120
0.126*

0.352*

0.280*
0.255*
0.154*

-197.45

-180.10

Model IV
-0.015*
0.004
-0.001
0.012
-0.044
0.272*
0.195*
-0.048
0.137*

-0.165*
-222.91

* p<0.1

Appendix Table 2: Average Marginal Effects:
Weibo as Binary Outcome Variable
Explanatory Variable
Weibo activity
Strike activity
Soc. weight
Newspaper
SOE
Foreign
Size=1
Size=2
Size=3
Transit strike
Official intervention
Payment/policy
change
Informal bargaining
Violence
Log Likelihood
N=392

Model I

Model II

-0.000
-0.004
0.014*
0.023
0.005
0.126*
0.073
0.047
0.145*
0.025
-0.061

-0.000
-0.003
0.014*
0.007
0.007
0.103*
0.070
0.057
0.146*
0.025
-0.056
-0.057

Model III
-0.000
-0.005
0.015*
-0.004
0.002
0.116*
0.065
0.038
0.152*
0.019

0.085
-209.24

-207.79

* p<0.1
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-0.101
-209.17

With regard to the first model, our results for strike size, various pro-worker outcomes,
and violence remain essentially unchanged—they remain significant, and while coefficient
magnitudes do change, they neither inflate greatly nor decrease to near zero. The one exception
is that results for transit strike are now significant (though previously they were positive in sign)
and do not change drastically in magnitude.
Turning to the second model, the results, again, are not drastically different. Foreign is
still positive and significant, as is size at the highest level. Informal bargaining remains positive,
but loses significance. Finally, we note that the log likelihoods decrease across both appendix
models compared to the main paper—this suggests that adding in the above four cities does
increase the noise-to-signal ratio.
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